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ADJUDICATION 

 

This is an appeal by Richard L. Brown challenging his removal from 

regular Psychiatric Aide employment with the Danville State Hospital, Department 

of Human Services.  A hearing was held on February 9, 2021, via video before 

Commissioner Gregory M. Lane   

 

The Commissioners have reviewed the Notes of Testimony and 

exhibits introduced at the hearing.  The issue before the Commission is whether the 

appointing authority had just cause for appellant’s removal.   
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

 

1. On May 15, 2020, appellant was informed he was 

removed from his regular Psychiatric Aide 

employment with the appointing authority, effective 

May 18, 2020.  Comm. Ex. A.   

 

2. The May 15, 2020 removal letter provides the 

following reason for appellant’s removal: 

1. “Negligent Individual Abuse” as 

defined in Department Human 

Resource Policy 7178   

Specifically, on April 1, 2020 at 

approximately 1947 on Unit 210, you 

failed to provide privacy by wheeling 

Reginald R. down the hallway to the 

shower room while he was naked and 

had feces on him.  After the shower, 

you wheeled Reginald R. back to his 

room still wet with only a towel over 

his lap.  An investigation was 

completed and reveals Negligent 

Individual Abuse, which is supported 

by video footage. 

2. “Non-Physical Abuse” as defined 

in Department Human Resource 

Policy 7178  

Specifically, on April 1, 2020 at 

approximately 1947 on Unit 210, you 

exposed Reginald R. to other 

consumers while you wheeled him to 

the shower room.  Along the route, you 

pushed him to face other consumers 

while commenting he had feces all 
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over his face and needs to get cleaned 

up.  You specifically wheeled 

Reginald R. into the dayroom and 

stated in front of other consumers “hey 

Reggie is going to take a shower now 

guys”.  An investigation was 

completed and reveals Non-Physical 

Individual Abuse, which is supported 

by video footage.   

3. Failure to Follow General 

Instructions and Procedures  

Furthermore, this is not acceptable 

behavior and your actions (as stated 

above) constitute a violation of 

Danville State Hospital and 

Department Policy regarding the level 

and quality of care of consumers and 

are contrary to the following:  

• Policy/Procedure 100.059 – 

Employee and Contractor 

Conduct  

• Policy/Procedure 100.011 – 

Protection of Consumers’ 

Rights, Addressing 

Allegation of Abuse and 

Discrimination Complaint”  

• Policy/Procedure 100.159 – 

Behaviors that Create an 

Unsafe Environment in the 

Workplace”  

• Policy/Procedure 101.106 – 

Privacy During the Delivery 

of Nursing Care  

• Danville State Hospital Bill 

of Rights (as delineated in 55 

PA. Code § 5100.131) 
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Note that either charge #1 or #2 

standing alone, would warrant this 

level of discipline.   

 

Comm. Ex. A (emphasis in original). 

 

3. The appeal was properly raised before this 

Commission and was heard under Section 

3003(7)(i) of Act 71 of 2018.  The request for a 

hearing under Section 3003(7)(ii) of Act 71 of 2018 

was denied.  Comm. Exs. C, D.  

 

4. As a Psychiatric Aide, appellant acknowledged and 

agreed to treat all consumers with professional, 

dignity, and respect.  N.T. pp. 110, 111-112, 113, 

115-116; AA Exs. 8, 9, 11, 12.   

 

5. On April 1, 2020, Psychiatric Aide Anthony 

McGlynn noticed consumer Reginald R. 

(hereinafter “consumer Reggie”)1 naked on Unit 

210’s floor and defecating on the floor.  N.T. pp. 30; 

39-40; AA Exs. 1, 2.   

 

  

 
1 To preserve the identity and privacy of the consumer, the name “consumer Reggie” will be used throughout this 

adjudication.   
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6. McGlynn immediately collected cleaning supplies 

and returned to clean consumer Reggie.  As 

McGlynn cleaned consumer Reggie, consumer 

Reggie began to fight McGlynn when he attempted 

to clean his face.  N.T. pp. 31; AA Exs. 1, 2.    

 

7. McGlynn approached Unit 210’s nursing station for 

assistance and acquired a shower chair for 

consumer Reggie.  N.T. p. 31; AA Exs. 1, 2.   

 

8. Appellant offered to help McGlynn place consumer 

Reggie into the shower chair.  Once on top of the 

shower chair, appellant began wheeling consumer 

Reggie down Unit 210’s hallway naked and covered 

in his own feces.  N.T. pp. 32, 43, 169-170; AA Exs. 

1, 2; Ap. Ex. 2.   

 

9. While taking consumer Reggie to Unit 210’s 

shower room, appellant entered Unit 210’s dayroom 

with consumer Reggie naked and covered in his 

own feces.  Appellant declared to the staff members 

and consumers inside Unit 210’s dayroom that 

“hey, everyone, Reggie has poop on his face and 

he’s going to take a shower.”  N.T. pp. 46, 48, 70, 

76, 170, 189-184, 186, 197; AA Exs. 1, 2, 4, Ap. 

Ex. 2.   
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10. Therapeutic Recreation Service Worker Nicole 

Buck witnessed appellant’s conduct in Unit 210’s 

dayroom and reported appellant’s conduct.  N.T. 

pp. 71-72; 77-78; AA Exs. 2, 4.   

 

11. Registered Nurse Manager Julie Kraup conducted 

appellant’s pre-disciplinary conference (hereinafter 

“PDC”) on April 17, 2020.  Comm. Ex. A; N.T. 

p. 96.   

 

12. After reviewing the investigation’s findings, 

appellant’s PDC, and the appointing authority’s 

policies and procedures, Human Resource 

Analyst Shelly Swank recommended appellant’s 

removal.  Comm. Ex. A; N.T. pp. 149, 151, 154.   

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The issue in the present appeal is whether the appointing authority 

established just cause for appellant’s removal from regular Psychiatric Aide 

employment.  Specifically, the appointing authority charged appellant with negligent 

individual abuse, non-physical individual abuse, and failure to follow general 

instructions and procedures based on his conduct that occurred on April 1, 2020.  

Either the negligent individual abuse or the non-physical individual abuse charge 

would have warranted appellant’s removal.  Comm. Ex. A.   
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The appointing authority bears the burden of proving just cause for 

removal of a regular status employee and must prove the substance of the charges 

underlying the removal.  Long. v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Liquor Control 

Board, 112 Pa. Commw. 572, 535 A.2d 1233 (Pa. Commw. 1988).  Factors 

supporting the just cause removal of a civil service employee must be related to the 

employee’s job performance and touch in some logical manner upon the employee’s 

competency and ability to perform his job duties.  Woods v. State Civil Service 

Commission, 590 Pa. Commw. 337, 912 A.2d 803 (2006).   

 

In support of its charges, the appointing authority presented the 

testimony of Psychiatric Aide Anthony McGlynn,2 Therapeutic Recreation Service 

Worker Nicole Buck,3 Registered Nurse Manager Julie Kraup,4 and Human 

Resource Analyst Shelly Swank.5  In response, appellant testified on his own behalf 

and presented the testimony of Nicole Buck.   

 

Psychiatric Aide McGlynn recalled appellant’s conduct on April 1, 

2020.  At six o’clock, McGlynn was asked to help consumer Reginald R (hereinafter 

“consumer Reggie”) off Unit 210’s floor.  McGlynn left Unit 210’s floor, acquired 

a wheelchair, placed consumer Reggie on the wheelchair, and escorted him into his  

 

  

 
2 As a Psychiatric Aide, McGlynn provides general care to patients within Unit 210.  N.T. p. 26.   

 
3 As a Therapeutic Recreation Service Worker, Buck conducts therapeutic groups, and provides therapeutic treatments 

to consumers.  N.T. p. 66.   

 
4 Julie Kraup is employed by the appointing authority as a Registered Nurse Manager.  N.T. p. 92.   

 
5 As a Human Resource Analyst, Swank approved and assisted the preparation of appellant’s PDC and made 

recommendations to the appointing authority for appellant’s disciplinary action.  N.T. p. 144.   
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room.  After returning to his own consumer and completing his one-on-one with his 

patient, McGlynn noticed consumer Reggie on Unit 210’s floor again.  McGlynn 

informed the nursing station about consumer Reggie’s location and was informed 

the nurses were going to address consumer Reggie.  N.T. p. 29; AA Exs. 1, 2.  After 

notifying the nursing station, McGlynn took his thirty-minute lunch break.  When 

he returned to Unit 210’s floor, McGlynn noticed a consumer sitting in the chair and 

pointed to consumer Reggie naked and defecating on the floor.  N.T. pp. 30, 39-40; 

AA Exs. 1, 2.   

 

Immediately, McGlynn rushed down the hallway to the nurse’s station, 

collected pull-up wipes, gloves, and cleaning supplies.  McGlynn returned to 

consumer Reggie and was able to clean him until McGlynn was about to clean 

consumer Reggie’s face.  N.T. pp. 30, 40; AA Exs. 1, 2.  Consumer Reggie began to 

yell and swing at McGlynn in response to him cleaning his face.  McGlynn returned 

to the nursing station to ask for assistance and acquired a shower chair for consumer 

Reggie.  Upon returning to consumer Reggie, appellant offered to help McGlynn 

and consumer Reggie.  N.T. pp. 31, 41-42; AA Exs. 1, 2.  McGlynn and appellant 

successfully placed consumer Reggie in the shower chair.  Once consumer Reggie 

was in the shower chair, appellant told McGlynn that he had consumer Reggie and 

began to take consumer Reggie down the hallway while consumer Reggie was still 

naked.6  N.T. pp. 32, 43; AA Exs. 1, 2, 5.  McGlynn noticed as appellant was taking 

consumer Reggie to the shower room, consumer Reggie was still defecating down  

 

  

 
6 Kraup explained Unit 210’s floorplan in relation to where appellant took consumer Reggie.  Appellant wheeled 

consumer Reggie through the entire length of the hall toward the nurse’s station.  Then, appellant went down into the 

short hall partway, ducked into the dayroom, and took consumer Reggie out of the dayroom to go down into the 

shower room.  N.T. p. 104; AA Ex. 5.   
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the hallway because the shower chair’s hole was not covered.  McGlynn went to the 

nursing station, collected more cleaning supplies, and cleaned the mess.  N.T. pp. 32, 

45, 54; AA Exs. 1, 2.  McGlynn recalled seeing appellant stop in front of Unit 210’s 

dayroom full of consumers while consumer Reggie was still naked.7  N.T. pp. 46, 

48; AA Ex. 2.   

 

Therapeutic Recreation Service Worker Buck described appellant’s 

conduct on April 1, 2020 in Unit 210’s dayroom.  N.T. p. 68; AA Ex. 4.8  On April 1, 

2020, Buck conducted an activity for ten consumers within Unit 210’s dayroom.  

N.T. p. 69; AA Exs. 2, 4.  Inside Unit 210’s dayroom, Buck and appellant were 

observing the consumers watching a movie.  During the movie, a staff member 

requested assistance for consumer Reggie in Unit 210’s hall.  N.T. pp. 70, 73; AA 

Exs. 2, 4.  Buck recalled appellant left Unit 210’s dayroom.  Shortly thereafter, Buck 

saw appellant wheel consumer Reggie naked into Unit 210’s dayroom “on display 

to all of the rest of the consumers.”  N.T. pp. 70; 76; AA Exs. 2, 4.  When appellant 

brought consumer Reggie into Unit 210’s dayroom, appellant said “something to the 

effect of hi, I’m Reggie and I like to smear --- it was either poop or shit, I’m not 

exactly sure which word he used, on my face.”  N.T. pp. 70-71, 76; AA Exs. 2, 4.  

After declaring this to the consumers in the dayroom, appellant took consumer 

Reggie out of the dayroom and proceeded to Unit 210’s shower room.  N.T. pp. 71, 

77; AA Exs. 2 4.  Still in shock after seeing appellant displaying consumer Reggie  

 

  

 
7 Unit 210’s dayroom was located on Unit 213 due to Unit 210’s dayroom being under construction.  N.T. p. 69; AA 

Ex. 5.   

 
8 Although the date on Buck’s witness statement is dated February 1, 2020, Buck explained the date of the incident 

was on April 1, 2020 and the incorrect date was due to a clerical error.  N.T. p. 68; AA Ex. 4.   
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naked to the consumers in Unit 210’s dayroom, Buck was approached by another 

consumer, who referenced the Patient Bill of Rights and expressed how consumer 

Reggie’s dignity and respect were taken from him.  N.T. pp. 71, 77-78; AA Exs. 2, 

4.  In response to appellant’s conduct, Buck reported the incident to Nursing 

Supervisor Justine.9  N.T. p. 72.   

 

After cleaning the hallway, McGlynn offered to help appellant clean 

consumer Reggie in the shower room.  Appellant declined McGlynn’s offer.  

Instead, McGlynn collected consumer Reggie’s clothes and when asked if he would 

like to have consumer Reggie’s clothes with him in the shower room, appellant told 

McGlynn to place them in consumer Reggie’s room.  N.T. p. 33; 57; AA Ex. 1.  

McGlynn acquired consumer Reggie’s clothes and when he returned to consumer 

Reggie’s room, appellant met McGlynn with consumer Reggie in the doorway and 

left consumer Reggie for McGlynn to dry and dress.  N.T. p. 33; AA Ex. 1.   

 

Registered Nurse Manager Kraup recalled how Buck entered the 

supervisor’s office on April 1, 2020.  Kraup saw Buck visibly shaken and began to 

tell her about appellant’s conduct in Unit 210’s dayroom.  Kraup provided Buck a 

witness statement and asked her to write down what she had seen.  N.T. pp. 94-95; 

AA Ex. 4.  In response to Buck’s report, Kraup contacted AOC10 and requested 

appellant be removed from the facility pending further investigation.  N.T. pp. 95-

96.   

 

 
9 There was no further testimony regarding Nursing Supervisor Justine.   

 
10 The acronym “AOC” was not explained throughout the record.   
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While Kraup did not participate in appellant’s investigation, Kraup 

utilized the investigation’s results to draft appellant’s pre-disciplinary conference 

(hereinafter “PDC”) letter and conduct appellant’s PDC on April 17, 2020.  Comm. 

Ex. A; N.T. p. 96.  Human Resource Analyst Swank assisted Kraup in preparing 

appellant’s PDC.  N.T. p. 145.  During appellant’s PDC, Kraup provided appellant 

the charges and presented the video surveillance of Unit 210 on April 1, 2020 and 

the appointing authority’s policies and procedures regarding physical and non-

physical abuse.  N.T. p. 97; AA Ex. 2.  In response to the video surveillance, 

appellant explained he was trying to show consumer Reggie that the other consumers 

had their clothes on, and that consumer Reggie should have his clothes on too.  N.T. 

p. 99; AA Ex. 2.  During his PDC, appellant explained his main purpose was to take 

consumer Reggie as quickly as possible to the shower room.  N.T. p. 100.  

Nevertheless, Kraup emphasized appellant, throughout the entire PDC, believed he 

did nothing wrong because consumer Reggie’s history of taking off his clothes due 

to his mental illness.  N.T. p. 102.  Kraup recalled appellant said “he was in such a 

hurry to get it done, but he did everything out of his way to not be in a hurry from 

the point before he put him in the chair to a point after he got him in the shower.”  

N.T. p. 106.  Swank believed appellant’s explanation during his PDC did not justify 

his conduct on April 1, 2020.  N.T. p. 149.   

 

Kraup described how the appointing authority’s Policy on Protection of 

Consumers’ Rights, Addressing Allegations of Abuse and Discrimination 

Complaints (hereinafter “Protection of Consumers’ Rights Policy”) applied to 

appellant’s conduct on April 1, 2020.  AA Ex. 8.  Pursuant to the Protection of 

Consumers’ Rights Policy, physical abuse is defined as follows: “ 
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Any act or omission which may cause or causes physical 

pain, harm, or injury to the consumer or where it is 

reasonable to believe that pain, harm, or injury would 

result from: A. [s]lapping or kicking; B. [p]ushing or 

rough handling, or C. [f]ailing to intervene in a fight 

between consumers which results in physical harm to the 

persons involved.   

 

AA Ex. 8.  Similarly, non-physical abuse is defined as:  

Any act or omission which reasonably may cause or 

causes emotional harm, psychological harm, mental 

distress or humiliation, or where it is reasonable to believe 

that harm would result regardless of the cognitive or 

sensory level of the consumer.  The actions could include, 

but are not limited to: A. [v]erbal assault; B. [i]gnoring a 

need, or C. [t]easing or degrading.   

 

AA Ex. 8.  The Protection of Consumers’ Rights Policy clearly states “[a]cts of 

consumer abuse are forbidden.  All individuals served by the state mental hospital 

system will be treated with dignity and respect, assured of all civil and human rights 

in the most humane manner possible and be represented by an advocate of his/her 

choosing.”  N.T. p. 110; AA Ex. 8.  A consumer’s disability will not diminish the 

rights preserved under the Protection of Consumers’ Rights Policy.  N.T. p. 110; AA 

Ex. 8.   

 

Kraup explained appellant’s conduct of wheeling consumer Reggie 

naked through Unit 210’s halls and displaying consumer Reggie naked in front of 

both staff and consumers in Unit 210’s dayroom constituted physical and non-

physical abuse against consumer Reggie.  Kraup asserted appellant committed 

physical abuse against consumer Reggie by parading him in the dayroom needlessly 

while covered in his own feces.  Additionally, appellant’s conduct violated consumer  
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Reggie’s non-physical abuse rights by ignoring his need to be cleaned and degrading 

him by displaying consumer Reggie naked and proclaiming consumer Reggie is 

covered in his own feces.  N.T. pp. 108-109.   

 

Kraup described how the appointing authority’s Behaviors that Create 

an Unsafe Environment in the Workplace Policy (hereinafter “Behavior Policy”) 

applied to appellant’s conduct on April 1, 2020.  N.T. pp. 111-112; AA Ex. 11.  The 

Behavior Policy specifically states “[e]mployees shall be expected to conduct 

themselves in a positive and professional manner, showing respect for others, and 

realize that unprofessional behaviors are unacceptable and contradictory to the 

mission of the hospital, the Department of Public Welfare, and the Commonwealth.”  

AA Ex. 11.  Kraup explained as a Psychiatric Aide, appellant was held to the 

Behavior Policy’s standard of conduct for providing professionalism, dignity, and 

respect toward all consumers and staff members.  N.T. p. 112; AA Ex. 11.   

 

Kraup described how the appointing authority’s Employee and 

Contractor Conduct Policy applied to appellant’s conduct on April 1, 2020.  AA 

Ex. 12.  Specifically, the Employee and Contractor Conduct Policy provides “staff 

shall conduct his/her assigned duties and responsibilities in a professional manner at 

all times.”  N.T. p. 113; AA Ex. 12.  As a Psychiatric Aide, appellant was responsible 

for maintaining a therapeutic relationship with consumers and a professional 

relationship with peers.  N.T. p. 113; AA Ex. 12.  Within the appointing authority’s 

Employee and Contractor Conduct Policy, the Danville State Hospital’s Code of 

Ethics (hereinafter “Code of Ethics”) is attached.  The Code of Ethics list the 

following responsibilities staff members must adhere to while engaging with 

consumers: 1) interact with consumers, families, and communities, and with each 

other in a manner that shows respect for the fundamental rights, dignity, and worth 
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of all individuals; 2) provide services for consumers in a fair and non-discriminatory 

manner; and 3) conduct themselves on our grounds in a manner that recognizes the 

public nature of the hospital.  AA Ex. 12.  Kraup emphasized appellant’s conduct on 

April 1, 2020, was not consistent with either the appointing authority’s Employee 

and Contractor Conduct Policy or the Code of Ethics.  N.T. p. 114.   

 

Kraup explained appellant’s training as a Psychiatric Aide.  During his 

New Employee Orientation in 2018, appellant was trained about the appointing 

authority’s Protection of Consumers’ Rights Policy, Behavior Policy, and the 

Employee and Contractor Conduct Policy.  N.T. pp. 115-116; AA Ex. 9.  Kraup 

provided appellant’s training and he continued to receive annual training every year 

regarding the appointing authority’s policies and procedures.  Appellant signed, 

agreed, and acknowledged to abide by the appointing authority’s training, policies, 

and procedures.  N.T. pp. 117-118, 120; AA Ex. 9.  Kraup emphasized, due to his 

training and knowledge of the appointing authority’s policies and procedures, 

appellant would have been aware of his duties and responsibilities as a Psychiatric 

Aide.  N.T. p. 119.  Kraup explained appellant’s conduct of wheeling consumer 

Reggie naked, covered in his own feces, down the hall and into the dayroom “goes 

against every --- every principle about treating someone with human kindness, 

dignity, and respect.”  N.T. p. 100.   

 

Human Resource Analyst Swank prepared appellant’s charges.  When 

preparing the charges, Swank referred to the appointing authority’s Tables of 

Disciplinary/Corrective Actions for Individual Abuse and Failure to Follow General 

Instructions or Procedures.  N.T. p. 145; AA Exs. 6, 7, 10.  Regarding the charge of 

non-physical individual abuse, the elements to substantiate the charge are any acts 

or omissions made by an employee that may cause an individual emotional or 
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psychological harm, mental distress, or humiliation, or where it is reasonable to 

believe such could result regardless of the cognitive or sensory level of the 

consumer.  N.T. p. 146; AA Ex. 6.   

 

Regarding the charge of negligent individual abuse, the elements to 

substantiate the charge are any acts or omissions by an employee that may cause 

individual physical injury, bodily injury, pain, emotional/mental distress, or 

humiliation, or “which violates the individual rights or care, done carelessly and 

unintentionally, which falls below reasonable standards of conduct expected of 

employees in the performance of their job duties.”  N.T. pp. 150-151; AA Ex. 7.  

Regarding the charge of failure to follow general instructions or procedures, the 

elements to substantiate the charge are 1) the employee was aware of or could 

reasonably have been expected to have been aware of the general instructions or 

procedures; and 2) the employee failed to properly comply with or follow the general 

instructions or procedures.  N.T. p. 152; AA Ex. 10.   

 

Swank also explained appellant’s prior discipline was considered in 

determining his disciplinary action.  On June 10, 2019, appellant received a written 

reprimand for negligent individual abuse and inappropriate conduct.  On April 23, 

2019, appellant received a three-day suspension for physical individual abuse, 

negligent individual abuse, and failure to follow general instructions or procedures.  

On April 9, 2019, appellant received a written reprimand for sleeping on duty, 

individual abuse, negligent individual abuse, and failure to follow general 

instructions or procedures.  On March 28, 2019, appellant received a verbal 

reprimand for sleeping on duty, individual abuse, negligent individual abuse, and 

failure to follow general instructions or procedures.  Comm. Ex. A; N.T. pp. 147,  
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151, 153.  Based upon the witness statements, video footage of Unit 210, appellant’s 

PDC, and her review of the appointing authority’s policies and procedures, Swank 

recommended appellant’s removal.  Comm. Ex. A; N.T. pp. 149, 151, 154.   

 

In response, appellant testified on his own behalf.  Appellant described 

his former experience with consumer Reggie and his conduct on April 1, 2020.  

Appellant explained he dealt with consumer Reggie on numerous occasions.  

Appellant believed consumer Reggie’s behavior is better with him than other staff 

members.  Appellant recounted times when consumer Reggie would listen to him.  

He explained consumer Reggie’s mental illness was cyclical.11  N.T. p. 170.  

Appellant felt he had closer interactions with consumer Reggie.  N.T. pp. 168-169; 

Ap. Ex. 2.  When he assisted McGlynn in placing consumer Reggie into the shower 

chair, appellant asserted he did not have any intentions of abusing consumer Reggie.  

Appellant testified he was trying to show consumer Reggie while wheeling him 

down Unit 210’s hall that other consumers had their clothes on their bodies.  N.T. 

pp. 169-170; AA Ex. 2; Ap. Ex. 2.  Appellant admitted he entered Unit 210’s 

dayroom and announced “hey, everyone, Reggie has poop on his face and he’s going 

to take a shower.  And I explained to Reggie, I said look.  You see how everybody 

has clothes on? And I took him to the shower, I cleaned him up.”  N.T. pp. 170, 183-

184, 186, 197; AA Ex. 2; Ap. Ex. 2.  Appellant explained he wanted to use the 

consumers inside Unit 210’s dayroom as an example because consumer Reggie was 

naked.  N.T. pp. 189, 198.  Appellant admitted displaying consumer Reggie naked 

and covered in his own feces was not a method for addressing his mental illness.   

 

 
11 Consumer Reggie’s mental illness was considered cyclical because at times he would be more lucid and engaged in 

activities and at times he would display delusional, destructive behaviors.  N.T. pp. 160-161.   
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N.T. p. 190.  Appellant acknowledged the consumers watching the movie inside Unit 

210’s dayroom had no reason to be interrupted by appellant announcing consumer 

Reggie was naked and covered in his own feces.  N.T. p. 199.   

 

Appellant argued he did not intend to abuse consumer Reggie.  

Appellant claimed his employment history is not one of abuse.  Appellant presented 

his Employee Performance Review for the period of January 1, 2019 through 

January 1, 2020.  Ap. Ex. 5.  Appellant received an overall rating of satisfactory.  

Appellant argued he did not receive a needs improvement rating or an unsatisfactory 

rating.  N.T. p. 174; Ap. Ex. 5.  Appellant argued throughout his employment, he 

was willing to go the extra mile.  N.T. p. 174.  Appellant acknowledged he received 

his annual training regarding negligent abuse.  N.T. p. 176.  Appellant stated some 

of his trainings were self-taught.  N.T. p. 176.  Appellant admitted to signing his 

annual mandatory human rights, dignity, and respect training module in 

October 2019.  N.T. pp. 180-181; AA Ex. 9.  Appellant acknowledged signing his 

annual mandatory human rights, dignity, and respect training module in 

October 2018.  N.T. pp. 182-183; AA Ex. 9.   

 

Having carefully reviewed the record, including video evidence of the 

incident, the Commission finds the appointing authority presented just cause to 

establish appellant’s removal.  There was sufficient to substantiate all the charges in 

the removal letter.  In support of our conclusion, we find credible the testimony of 

Anthony McGlynn, Nicole Buck, Julie Kraup, and Shelly Swank.12   

 

 
12 It is within the purview of the Commission to determine the credibility of the witnesses.  State Correctional 

Institution at Graterford, Department of Corrections v. Jordan, 505 A.2d 339, 341 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1986).   
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As a Psychiatric Aide, appellant is prohibited from committing any act 

or omission that would cause physical, emotional, psychological, or mental harm 

and humiliation against a consumer regardless of his or her cognitive or sensory 

level.  On April 1, 2020, appellant’s actions of wheeling consumer Reggie 

throughout Unit 210’s halls naked and covered in his own feces clearly imparted 

emotional, psychological, and mental harm and humiliation against not only 

consumer Reggie but also deeply disturbed the staff members and consumers within 

the Danville State Hospital.  McGlynn, Buck, and Kraup credibly explained 

appellant’s conduct not only permitted consumer Reggie to remain covered in his 

own feces longer than necessary but also degraded consumer Reggie’s dignity and 

respect by displaying him throughout the hallway.   

 

Appellant further admitted he entered Unit 210’s dayroom to announce 

consumer Reggie’s state and show consumer Reggie that other consumers were 

properly dressed.  Appellant argues he only wanted to use the dressed consumers as 

an example for consumer Reggie and to show consumer Reggie how other staff 

members and consumers were not covered in their own feces.  We find appellant’s 

reasoning appalling and unpersuasive.  Appellant was held to interact with 

consumers and staff members that is in consideration of their fundamental human 

rights, dignity, and respect.  Furthermore, based upon his progressive disciplinary 

history, appellant was aware of the appointing authority’s policies and procedures to 

conduct himself in a professional and positive manner.  Despite his annual trainings 

and acknowledgement of the appointing authority’s Protection of Consumers’ 

Rights Policy, Behavior Policy, Employee and Contractor Conduct Policy, and Code 

of Ethics, appellant’s conduct toward consumer Reggie on April 1, 2020 was 

unprofessional and exhibits a negative reflection of his competency and abilities as 

a Psychiatric Aide.  Wood, supra.  Accordingly, we enter the following: 
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CONCLUSION OF LAW 

 

The appointing authority has presented evidence 

establishing just cause for removal under Section 

2607 of Act 71 of 2018.  

 

 

ORDER 

 

AND NOW, the State Civil Service Commission, by agreement of its 

members, dismisses the appeal of Richard L. Brown challenging his removal from 

regular Psychiatric Aide employment with the Danville State Hospital, Department 

of Human Services, and sustains the action of the Danville State Hospital, 

Department of Human Services in the removal of Richard L. Brown from regular 

Psychiatric Aide employment, effective May 18, 2020. 

 

State Civil Service Commission  

 

 

       

Gregory M. Lane 

Commissioner 

 

 

       

Bryan R. Lentz 

Commissioner 

Mailed:  May 24, 2021 
 

 

 


